
Creative Space Design: Part 2
Zorba	  &	  Buddha:	  Self	  Knowledge	  to	  Decor.
by	  Niya	  Chris+ne

It was a blistering hot day in Greece. I was not happy with 
my boyfriend. He was in short, being a weirdo. But not in 
the good way. That morning over some very thick Turkish 
coffee, I learned about a color psychic. She was able to

distill your very nature into a bottle of  color. Well... this I 
just "had" to experience. 

So I spent the better part of  the day tracking her down. I 
had intended to understand the nature of  the tensions 
between my love and I. But that's not what I got.

She lived in an apartment building that faced the sea. She 
was a beautiful woman. Tall with long flaxen brown hair - 



she wore a red kimono. I remember these details because I 
remember wanting to paint there. The walls were dark 
wood, the table was made of  carved white stone, the walls 
were simply lined with woven tapestries. 

The smell of  the sea wafted in as she lined up several 
perfume sized bottles; each were 2 colors. She took my 
hands in hers and asked me to remember something 
comforting and beautiful. I remembered a walk on the 
beach with my best friend. We talked about everything that 
day. We both felt so revived and at peace while walking 
and talking. The ocean so large, it seemed to siphon off  the 
hurts and difficulties and left us simply with our love for life 
and the unconditional presence of  one another. 

"Now pick a bottle" she woke me out of  my trance with 
her thick accent. So I did. It was clear to me. No hesitation 
which one to pick.

She laughed. "Aha… I haven't gotten one of  these in 
years." She put her hand on my knee. "You are ½ Zorba 
the Greek and ½  Buddha in your nature. An artist, yes?"
Before I could answer, she went on.

"Sometimes you are very hungry for everything life can 
throw at you. You absorb it and then it drifts out like a 

storm into your art. Other times you are very quiet. Very 
neutral. What trickles up is as natural and as surprising as 
the randomness of  seeds in the ground that come up in 
spring." 

She continued to chat quietly about these 2 natures—the 
gifts and the troubles they caused me in, well… just about 
every aspect of  my life. I couldn’t deny her insights. I left 
her considering a re-design of  my life. Would it be possible 
to channel these two opposing natures of  hedonist and 
humility into a creative space? But first an apology to my 
boyfriend. I believe Zorba had the best of  me that day. 
Poor guy.
…………
When I got home, I decided to rent a studio that was ½ 
design office (product design) and ½ fine art studio. The 
design office was minimalistic. A soft white couch for 
reflection when clients weren't in the office. Rothko art on 
the walls -- much like her perfume bottles.  The table for 
client meetings was functional and made of  wood—
grounding for getting things done. There was a skylight 
that floated over both offices. I played classical piano in the 
day as background music. But at night, I'd grab a six pack 
of  beer, come back to the studio after everyone else had 
gone home. I'd blast my ethnic rock-- sonic bath--and mix 
paint. I would have a large canvas hung on the wall to 



throw paint at. So fun! Covered in paint and often in need 
of  several showers the next day before work.

…………
The design of  our nature is layered in biology, society, 
personality, daily tendencies that build us; influence us. But 
the design of  a physical space that reflects our true nature 
is nothing short of  a truth and can never fail us. I learned a 
powerful secret that day from the beautiful color perfume 

bottle,  kimono'ed, beautiful Greek woman. That to 
distill one's nature into something name-
able provides easy access into ideas for 
designing creative space that inspires 
authenticity and quells fear. When the truth is 

aligned creatively you don’t want to be anywhere else. 

So ask yourself: What is your true nature? Does your 
creative space reflect it, or was it designed by someone else 
subconsciously? Is it yours, or is it a space meant to impress 
others? And then write down - if  it reflects your nature, 
what would it be? How would it be designed?

Let's get to work, shall we? Oh, and if  you do, please share!


